What is the student afraid most?
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5th place: loss of abstracts
Those who have not studied at the university, do not understand this fear. But the real students
know exactly that the two most valuable objects in the bag are the abstracts of lectures and the test
book. Recall the same Shurik, who, so reading someone else's abstract, did not even notice how I
got acquainted with the girl, visited her away and spent the university for the exam.
Of course, the reasons for the lack of such reference literature and, one can say, invaluable at the
examination of the prompts can be different, but the complete abstractness before the exam is
valued by the weight of gold.
That is why great inner fear is born, and suddenly the abstract goes somewhere, and at the most
inappropriate moment, for example, on the eve of the exam?
So that this does not happen, it is important not to wind and look at both, since "Halaviers" before
the next session always grabs.
4th place: Sleep to University
This fear is also present in the consciousness of each student, it will only pop up into reality in
various life situations. For example, some students of universities are afraid to sleep for a couple to
a rigorous lector, while others will wake up when the university's exam is already in full swing.
Such phobia is easily explained, because the nights before the exam is sleepless, and sleep comes
at the most unexpected moment, and very strong and disobedient.
This is how it is possible to fall asleep at dawn, and wake up when one-log bars are already
adequately defended the final assessment on the subject and scholarship. Even if it is just fear, he
deprives sleep and peace, especially the eve of the responsible exam.
If you still sleep, the student, know - not to avoid problems, because this day successfully passed
the exam is unlikely to succeed.
By the way, you can also throw a reputation in the eyes of the teacher and put a scholarship in the
next semester under a big question. It is better not to experiment, and the fear let him remain fear,
the real punctuality is much more important.
3 place: be late for the exam
This problem is already real, since half of modern students are regularly late for a couple, while a
third in addition still managed not to come on time to an important exam.

This is fraud is fraught with unpleasant consequences, and the teacher's response will be the most
unpredictable. It may not allow for surcharge or not at all into the adoptive audience, and it can take
offense to the response of the late.
Such fear is not born from scratch, and, most likely, the student has a systematic violation of the
rules generally accepted at the university.
In order for the inner fear unexpectedly became a reality, the exam requires all the alarms in the
house, and after waking up, understanding the responsibility of the event, hurry into the university
and come to the universal surprise of the surrounding and teachers on time.
2nd place: Loss of mobile phone or other gadget
It's no secret that students have the most sophisticated gadgets. And how do they manage it, living
almost one scholarship? In any case, such devices are not suiced, so their theft or loss delivers a lot
of trouble and unforeseen financial expenses.
If the student loses the phone, then this is generally a universal scale problem, because the number
of contacts in the address book is no longer restored.
Therefore, students of universities, however,, like any other modern person, are afraid to lose their
electronics.
Therefore, it is very often possible to observe feverish searches for the phone in its own bag, special
scrupulousness in handling the tablet or the standard phrase: "I would give to call, but on the
account everything is zeros."
The most important thing is that the fear does not become greed, and then you will have to treat a
completely different phobia.
1st place: universal ridicule (shame)
Like any sensible person, the student is afraid of shame, and public. Such a phobia is still
manifested at the beginning of the first course, when you have to go to the board in an unfamiliar
audience and not always to answer the correct teacher.
Stiffness and constraint is just a few emotions that at the moment prevail in the consciousness of
the responding. But the wrong answers are often accompanied by trembling hands, chin or voice,
redness of the cheek or cold. All signs of fear are evident.
The most amazing thing that over the years this phobia does not disappear anywhere, except that it
becomes less noticeable. Most often, it reminds of themselves when passing a course or a
graduation project, when the future and promising student career depends on the evaluation.
You can fight with her, but public shame in reality can finally finish the student and lower his
self-esteem to zero mark.

